INTRODUCTION
The eartern boundary of the Nonh American Plate is marked by a narrow and continuous belr ofsejsmic activiry. The earthquake zone follows the crest of the Mid-Atlanric Ridge and rls associated fiacture zones (F.2.) ( Fig. 1 ; Plare 8A;Vogt, rhis volume, and is inrimately related to the process ofplate separarjon. trrnsform faulLrng. and generalion of oceanic crusr. This part of the Mid-Atlantic plate boundary has rhe advantage of being relativ€ly close to the dense seismograph network ofNorth America and Europe, and has rherefore been th€ subject of more study than mosl other parls of the oceanic rift system. For rhis reason it has sometimes been raken as the type exampte of an oceanic rift, which can bemisleading. Other segm€nrs ofthe ridge syslem, such as pafts of ihe Easl Pacific Rhe, bave been shown ro possess a dislinctly different seismicity paftem (Sbvef, 1973) , with most earlhquakes occurring along the iracture zones and plactically no seismicity along the ridge axes.
In this pape. we will describe the main fealures ofthe s€is-micityofthe mid-oceanic ridgesystem in the North Allantic and Arctic Oceans and how ir r€lates to the physical state and proc€sses near the plale boundary. lntraplare earrhquakes, tlrar is even6 within the North American Plate, are d€alt with by Zoback and others (this volune).
Bemuse ofthe enormous amounl of lilerature on rhe subject no attempl has been made to give complele referenc€ to every paper. For morc complele referenc€s the reader is referr€d to tecenl review papers on dilTerent aspecrs of the subjecr, for €xam-ple those by Savostin and Karasik ( I 981 ) and Hus€bye and others (1975) on Arctic seismicity; Einarsson (1979) and Einarsson and Bjdmsson (1979) on the seismicity oflcelandand the ridge tothe south:Duschenes and olhers (1983) and Whitmarsh and Lilwall (1983) on ocean bottom seismograph studies, Sanford and Einarsson ( I 982) on the detection of magma chamben in rifts; and Lilwall (1982) on the seismicity of oceanic rifts. Studies of focal m€chanisms are summarized by Einarsson (1985) .
Early sludies of .h€ worldt seismiciry identified the Atlanric Oc€an asaseismically active area even hough thedistriburion of tnown earthquakes was unde^tandably limited to inhabited ,, .
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areas along the coast and on Adantic islands. Th€ identification of a continuous seismic zone in the middle of the oc€an was first possible with instrumental observation, tilst by Tams (1922, 1927a, b) and later by Gutenberg and Richter (1941, 1949) .
Figurc L Index map ot the plalc boDndarid in the Nolrb Atlanlic and 100 A major step in the attempl 10 define the seismic mnes followed the implementation in the early sixties of de World Wide Standardized Seisinograph Network (WWSSN), and the use of electronic computers and improved Earth models to locaie earthquakes. Sykes (1965) published a map of relocated epicenlers of the period 1955 1964 in the Arctic region, which revealed more details than possible before. The continuity and narrowness of th€ seismic zone was further eslablished, as well as ils coincidence with rifted mid-oceanic ridges, an extension of lhe Mid-Adantic Ridge into rhe Arctic.
The increased resolution of the seisrnic networks coincid€d with a rapid increase in knowledge of sea lloor morphology. It now became possible to conelate the seismic zones with specific topographic features such as fraclure zones and rifts along ridge cresls. New seismicity maps of the world, such a5 the one by Barazangi and Dorman (1969) showed that seisnic zones form a continuous nel encircling th€ Earth. The global network of long period sekmographs offered new opponunities to obtain reliable fault plane solutions for €arthquakes. Hypotheses on s€a floor spreading and plale tectonics provided a new framework of thought, and were slrongly supported by irnproved seismological data (lsacks and o$els. 1968) . Seismic zones delineale lithospheric plates and fault plane solutions aloog plate boundaries indicate the relative plate movements. For oc€anic plale boundaries the landmark paper was written by Sykes (1967) , who d€mon-straled the main features of mid-oceanic ridge seisnicity. Earthquakes along fraclure zones were shown to be limited to the section between the adjacent ridge axes, and were accompanied by strike-slip faultirg along the kacture zone, in an opposite sense to that expecled for a simple ofset of the ridge crest. This means that the ollsel of ridge segmenb across the liaclure zones is not caused by tnnscurrent notions along the hacture zones-This was an imponant support to the lransform fault hypothesis of Wilson (1965) . Eadquakes along the ridg€ crests were found to be associated wilh normal faulaing, indicating crustal extension in the axial zoo€. Further differences between ridg€ cresl and tiaclure zone earthquakes were dernonstrated by Francis (1968a,b) , who found significantly dilTerent magnitude-frequency relationships for the lwo classes of events. Ea(hquake swarms were found to be frequent along the ridge axes (Sykes, 1970) , whereas enrlhquake\ alonts rhe fracrure Tones lended lo occur in mainshock'aftershock s€quences. The studies of Sykes and Francjs showed thal the more or less orthogonal system of ridges and fraclure zones is nol lhe expr€ssion of horizontal shear along conjugate fault planes, as had been suggested by some earlier auihon (e.9. Van Bemmelen, 1964; Tr. Einarsson, 1968) . In fact, the theory of sea-floor spreading provided the only consistent explanation fof the dislribution of eanhquake foci and focal mechanisms along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
DATA
For obvious reasons one musl rely on instrumental clata when studying Mid-Adantic Ridge seismicity, except in lceland, where considerable informalion on hislorical seismicity is available. Instrumental data for this region come from three types of L Teleseismic data give relatively homogeneous information over the Nonh-Atlaniic area. These data give epicentral location for all eanhquakes larger than magnitude 4.5, and lault plane solutions can be obtained for $rthquakes of body wave magnitude 5.5 and larger-In time the data are relatively homogeneous since 1963, that is, after lhe implementation of ihe WWSSN. Epicenlral locations and fault plan€ solutions of eanhquakes since 1963 are shown on Plate 1l (se€ also Plat€ 8A).
2-Local seisnograph networks in lcetand give detailed informadon on the seismicity of thal part olthe ridg€ system. Four stations werc in operation in the late sixties, but the number of slort period, permane stations was Sready increased in the early seventies and has since varied between 20 and 40 stations. In addition, d€nse, multielement networks have been in op€ration in different ar€as over short perioals of time. These studies hav€ yielded accurate hypocentral depths and fault plane solutions fo. a la.ge number ofsnall events.
3-Ocean-botton seismographs have been d€ployed in a few areas on the Mid-Adantic Ridge, notably ne3r 1'N, 23'N, 37"N. afld 45oN. For Dractical reasons. these studies are limiled in space and tine and their results must be interpr€ted with these limitations in mind.
FROM THE EQUATOR TO THE AZORES
This part of the Mid-Adanlic Ridge is cut by an unusually large number of fiactur€ zon€s with large ofsets (Vogt, this volume. Ch. l2). South of 25'N. almost all the fractur€ zones offset lhe ridge crest io the left, but to the north all offs€ts are to the right. This shap€s th€ ridge system into an arc-lik€ structure, concave towards east, refl€cting the original shap€ of the conti_ nenls at the tim€ of break-up. The pres€nt plate boundaries between the Nonh American and African Plates and the South American and African Plates are faithfully traced by the seismicily, which shows a narrow zone of brittle deformation. In most plac€s the zone is 20 kn wide or less, which is just about the resolution of the teleseismic locations. The boundary belwe€n th€ Nonh and South Arnerican Plates, on the oth€r hand, is not delineated by a well-defined seismic zone. The intraplat€ seisnicity west of lhe Mid-Afuntic Ridge at lalitudes 10-20'N appears to be slighdy high€r than normal, indicating plate deformation in a broad zone separating the North and South American Plates.
All major transform fauls can be identified on the seismicity map by one or more of their seismic characteristics, that is eastw€st alignm€nt of epicenters, oflsets in ah€ ridge oesl seismic zon€, and fault piane solutions indicrting strike-slip faulting in the lransform sense. All these characteristics have been found in the Vema. 15'20', Kane, and the Doldrums fracture zones-Other major f.acture zones, such as the Atlantis F. 2., ate only identifitl Seisnititt along rhe easte hatgu l0l able on lbe seismicity map as an offset in the ridg€ crest seismicity. Most liaclure zones have a clear E-W seisnicity belt, up to 610 km in lenglb. Exanples of right-lateral and lefllateral transform faDlting are shown in Figure 2 .
All fault plane soluaions obtained for earthqLtakes at or near the ridge crest in this sector show normal faulting. Although the orientation of the fault planes and stress axes cannot be determined witi confidence, the stress conditions in the axial regions app€ar to be non-uniform and may change considerably over short distances ad with time.
Two seismic peculiarities found n€ar the Oceanographer and Hayes fracture zones are worth m€ntioning. A prominent cluster of epicenten is found west of the plate boundary, where th€ Oc€anograph€r Fracture Zone joins the ridge axis (Fig. 2) . This area has shown penisl€nt activity over the last 20 years with several evenls of magnitude 5 or larg€r. The evenls occur as far as 30. shosing lnnsfo iaulting in the Kan€, Hay€s. aDd O@nogBpber fmctnre zones, and nomal faulring along the dge crest. Epienles are from lh€ PDE list! of the U.S. G@logiel Suryey for the period 1963 1981, only epicenters deiermined th 10 oi more stations are included. Fauh Dlane solDlios are .hown .chemJL'slly on lower hemirphere.rereoSraphrc protflion otrhe focnlspG'e. conplsonal quadrank arc black. Numbers denote year and monlh of the event Solutions are fiom Sykes (1967) . Udias and orhe6 ( 1976) , and Einarsso. ( 1985) .
---\ Hayes tm P Einarsson 100 km off the plate boundary, which is much more than the expected uncertainty in the locrtions. No unusual topographic featurcs are known in this area. and the nalure of this seismic activity is unclear. The other case is a fault plane solution of one event near the western end of the Hayes transform fault that shows a significant but unusual component ot thrust faulting. Large scale vertical movements are indical€d by the presence of lransverse ridges in some of the major fracture zones (Bonani, 1978; Bonatti and Chermak, 198 l; Bonatri and orhers, 1983) and seem to be an integral pa( ofthe tectonic regime ofa transfo.m fault. Occasional occurrence of thrust faulting events in fracrure zones should therefore not be too surprisirg.
This seclor of the ridge system has b€en the obj€ct of several micfoearthquake surveys using both ocean bonom and free floating instruments. Duschenes and others (1983) , srudying the hypocentral resolution of microeanhquak€ surveys mrried out at sea, concluded that netwo.ks consisting ofsonobuoys alone (Reid and MacDonald, 1973, Spindeland olhers, 1974) are orlyofma.ginal use in workofthis kind and warned against overinterpretation of these data.
Ea.thquakes were recorded by ocean bottom instruments in the FAMOUS area (Francis and otb€rs, 1977) . These originar€d bolh in the median valley and in the adjacent fracture zone, but since only two instruments were operalional, too much significance should no! be attached to the locations. Rowlett (1981) studied seismicity at the eastern ridge juncrion of the Oceanographer Fracture Zone, using lwo ocean bo$om seismographs for about live days. Hypocenters coDld, of cours€, nol be d€termined wrth any accuracy, but making some assumptions it was con, cluded, lhat the recorded seismiciry was distributed across the cornerberween the ridge axis and rhe rransform fault. Similar results were obtained by Rowlett and Forsyth (1984) for .he western ridge inlers€ction of the Vema Fracture Zone and by Francis and olhers(1978) for tle eastern ridge inrersection of the St. Paul Fracture Zone. In the latter study hypocenrral depths could b€ resolved. Ea(hquakes were found to originateaa0 8 kln depths.
To dale. rhe mosr exren\ive oLran boltom ,e$mic experimenl on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge was conducted at the ridge axis near 23'N, slighlly south of the Kane Fracrure Zone (Toomey and others, 1985) . Ten instruments were in operation lof a period of three weeks. Earthquakes were located beneath the central valley and the eastern valley wall, wirh hypocentral deprhs between 5 and 8 km. Composite fault plan€ solutionsshow normal fauhing. These results indicate that rhis section is undergoing activeextension and has cooled to temperarures within the brittle fieldofbehavior toadepthofat least 7-8 km, even rn me cenrer of the median valley.
THE AZORES.GIBRALTAR ZONf,
In the Atlantic, the Eurasian and African Plates are separated by a seismi€ zone that extends westward lrom th€ Straits of Gibraltrr to form a triple juncrion wirh the Mid-Atlantic Ridge within the Azores archipelago. The narure and evolution of this plate boundary and th€ triple junction has been rhe subj€ct of considerable debate. S€€ for example Kraus€ ard Watkins (1970) , McKenzie (1972) , Laughton and Whitmarsh (1974) , Udias and others (1976) , Him and others (1980) , Searle (1980) , Udias (1982), and Mor€na (1982) .
The zone can be divided into three sections according to its seismic characteristics. The west€rnmost se.tion extends from the triple junction, through the Azores, to the e3srem end of the archipeiryo. On the seismicity map the zone appean relativ€ly narow, comparable to the zone on the Mid-Adantic Ridge. Fault plane solutiors show that strike-slip is the principal mode of faulting, one nodal plane with an easrerly slrike and th€ other sriking nonherly. It appears likely that the northerly striking nodal planes of the faull plane solulions lre the fault planes, which are therefore nol parallel to the main seismtc zone or rn€ trend of the archipelago (Hirn and others, 1980) . The ea(hquakes here seem to occur in response 10 a str€ss field set up and maintained by relariv€ movem€nt of the two plares, but the seismic zone has not dev€lop€d into a steady slate feature. Several authors have concluded rhat the plate boundary in rhis region ha5 a complex history (e.g. McKenzie, 1972; Laughton and Whitmarsh, 1974) . Thesituation here may be somewhat similar to the South Iceland Seismic Zone where faults active in individual earthquakes strike t.ansversely to the overall trend of the zone (Einarsson and Eirftson, 1982) .
The middle section of the Azores-Gibraltar zone has be€n seismically quiet for several decad€s. Ir is either locked or lemporarily inrctive.
East of l8"W the plate boundary is no longer defined by a narrow seismic belt. The high, but dilTuse seismiciry in this region shows that plate deformation o{.urs within a 400-500 kn wide zone that extends into the culf of Cadiz and is conn€cted to the seismic belt of Morocco and Algiers. Earthquakes in rhis zone may reach rnagnitude 8 (as did the shocks of February 1969 and May 1975) or even more ($ must have b€en the case in 1755 when Lisbon was destroyed). Focal mechanisms are characrerized by thrust faulting; occasionally strike-slip mechanisms are seen. A common leature is the maximum compressional axis trending N to NW, refle.ting convergence beaween the Eurasian and African Plates.
FROM THE AZORES TO ICELAND
This section ofthe Mid-Atlantic plate boundary conshb of two genlly arcuate ddges, offser near 52oN by the Cbarlie-cibbs Fr3cture Zone, a major transform fault. All other fracture zones, including the Kurchatov Fracture Zone near 40.5.N, have too small an offset 10 be resolved on the seismicity mrp. The ridge axis imm€diately to the north of the Azores is relatively srraight and plate separation occurs at a righr angle to the plate boundary. Seismic aclivity is fairly uniforn both in space and time and earlhquakes larger fian magnitude 5 are rare (Einarsson, 1979) . Two lault plane solutions show normal faulring at the ridge axis. Using three instruments, an ocean tlollom seismograph study was conducted in the axial region near 45'N (Lilwall and others, 1977, 1978) . All the recorded activity, iocluding a swarm, was located in a narrow, elongate zone under the median valley,
The ddge section between 48 and 5l'N appears to bave some peculiar features. The seismic zone has a general NNW trend. Oblique spreading must therefo.e occur along this plate boundary, if the spreading direction is assumed to be parallel to lhe Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone immediately to the north. The structure of this part of the ridge is charact€rized by alterna.ing N-S trending and oblique spresdins axes. The N-S axes are associaled with lransverse basement ridg€s that lrend slightly north of the sprcading direction on both sides of the plate boundary. This "herrinebone" patlern in the topography was interpreted by Johnson and Vogt (1973) to result from asthenospheric flow southwa.d from the Iceland hot spot. One must then a-qsume that the inlersecdon ofthe transverse ridge with the plateboundary is the locu5 of unusually high production of eruptive material thal slowly migrales soulhward along the plate boundary.
Focal meclanism studies in tlis region show some unexpected resulls. Fault plane solutions for two events at or near the ridge axix, near 49.5'N and 5loN, have a significant componenl of thrust faulting. The axis of maximum compression is horizontal, tending NE nearly perpendicular to the bas€ment ridg€s. Several possible explanations for these unusual fault plane solutions were given by Einarsson (1979) , includiog magmatic activity wiihin a cenirai volcano compl€x. Forcible intrusion of viscous magma at shallow deplh can cause thrust faulting in rhe adjacent .egion, and lhe deflaiion of a magma chamber will cause reveBe faulting in the chamber rool Explanations ofthis kind are favoured here, especially since the only other known examples of reve$e faulting at a divergenl plate boundary are found under the Birdarbunga central volcano in the easlern rift zone of lceland Gee laler in this papeo. Il is therefore suggesled that tbe transve$e ridges described by Johnson and Vogt (1973) are the traces of central volcano comDlexes.
Tbe Charlie-Gibbs Fracrure Zone, betwe€n 52 and 53'N, oflsets the ridge crest about 350 km to the left. The slructure of this zone is described in considerable detail in tb€ literature. mosl recently by Searle (1981) . The structure is dominaled by two parallel troughs, 45 km apart, that are separated by an E-W ridge. In the westem part of the transform section the nonhern trough is more pronounced, but in the eastem part the southern trough is belter developed-Vogtand Avery (1974) and later Searle (1981) concluded fiorn topography, sonographs, and magnetic and seismic data that lhe two troughs were joined by a spreading c€nter cutting across the lransverse ridge at 31o45'w. This is se€n clearly in the seismicily map in the back ofthis volume. Dur;ng the lart two decades, at least, practically all tbe recorded seismicity las b€€n limited to the northem trough west o[ the central spreading axis. Transform fauliing is shown by five fault plane solutions. The southern lrough has been seismically inactive, excepl possibly at $e eastern junction with the ridge axis. One fauh plane solution indicates oblique fauLting at thisjunction. Kanamori and Stewan (1976) studied the source param€-ters o[ eanhquakes and the mode of strain release along the Charlie-Gibbs Fraclure Zone. They found that eanhquakes ofMs between 6 and 7 occurred with an average repeat time of 13 years, th€ latest in 1967 (Ms = 6.5) and 1974 (Ms = 6.9). Seismic mom€nt (Mo) war found to be anomalously large for the respeclive Ms, and similarly Ms was anomalously large if compared to mb. These disparities wer€ explainedby large fault lenglh (60 70 km) and anomalously low dislocalion padcle velocity (20 cmls). Okal and Stewart (1982) , who studied this phenomenon for a number of fracture zones, concluded that 'slow" earthquakes tended 10 occur in fraclure zones in the neighborhood of hot spol volcanismThe seismic zone norlh ollhe Charlie-Gibbs Fractur€ Zone follows the crest o[the Reykjanes Ridge to lceland. A systematic variation along the plate boundary is seen in severai of lhe characteristics ofthe ridge. Near its southern end the ridge trends N-S, has a rough topography, a well developed rift valley and high rale of seismicity. These features are rather typical for the MidAtlantic Ridge, and here the spreading occurs at a right angle to the plateboundary. Near56'N the ridge bendstoa N35oE direc' tion. All available fault plane solutions in this area show normal faulting (Einarsson, 1979; Tr6hu and others, l98l) . The spreading no(h oi this point appears to be oblique to the plate boundary. Near 58hoN another change occurs. The topography becomes smooth and the central valley gives way lo a central horst (Fleischer, 1974) . The seismicity, which is reiatively high .o the south. is low nonh of 5814'N. This s€ismicity pattern has pe$isted for the past half century at least (Francis, 1973) . The northern part of the Reykjane,s Ridge thus seems to have some of the characteristics ofa fasl spreading ridge, in spite of its low spread' ing rale of I cm/yr (Talwani and others, l97l) . There seens to be a general consensus in the literalure to ascribe this to the proximity to the Iceland hor spot Gee e.g. Vogt, 1978) .
ICELAND
The piate boundary in lceland is displac€d to the east by two major fracture zones, the South lc€land Seismic Zon€ in the south and the Tjdrnes Fracture Zone in the north. Both zones have rather complex structures and lack the clear topogmphic expression typical ofoceanic fraclure zones. They are defined primarily by their high seismicity, eanhquak€ focal mechanisms, and con{iguration with respect to the spr€ading axes (Ward, l97l; Tryggvason, 1973) . The largesl eanhquakes in Iceland occur within these zones and may exceed magnitude 7 (MJ. The div€reent plat€ boundary belwe€n the fracture zones is expressed by volcanic rift zones, with one branch in northern lceland and two parallel branches in southern lceland. Earthquakes occur rlong the rift zon€s, but th€y rarely exceed magnitude 5 (mb). This activity is highly clustered both in time and in space, and a large part of it appears to be related to central volcanoes.
Teleseismic locations of earthquakes of the period 1963 l98l are shown in Figure 3 . This map shows many of the characterisrics of Icelandic seismicity, even though some of the comore$ronal quadrunts are blacl For tunhs reliren( i"" l"-.,".. ^i'. -.'inpt.d red anJ red |rn6'ho$ rhe'qsmi' bds n hc rafl Lrc TonA locations may be in error by as much as 40 km Concentanon ol actlvitv is seen in the Tjdrnes Fracture Zone near the coasl oI northern Iceland. in southwestern lceland on theReykjanes Peninsula, and in the Soulh lceland Seismic Zone The foml me'hanisrns indicate strik€-slip laulting lf the easterly striking nodal olanes are aken as fault planes, the sense of motion is righFlateral in northern lceland and lef!-lateral in southwestern lceland, which is consisient with a lransfotm fault interprelalion of these lone\. Out'ide of lne lra(ture /one.. Llu\ters ofacti\ il\ dre'een in rhe Boraa ibrdur area In wesrern keland rn Ihe volcanic Tone in Central-Iceland, and near the volcanoes Kalla in soulhern Iceland and Krafla in northen lceland. Moredetailed inforhation reveals that each of these zones has distinct seismological characteristics' which will be described below.
Historical seismicity of the three last centuri€s is shown in I isure 4. ExLepl for rhe Borgarliordur eaflhquakes of 1974 all .ri.t "*nr, ur. wilhrn the t$o lran\lorm rones ln 'outhern Iisnd the ev€nb are concentrated in a narrow' E-W belt, but in nonhern lceland the estimated epicenters are distributed in a broader zone. The same pattern is see. in th€ instum€nlally d€termined epicenters shown in Figure 3 Ii is cleal that fie laree+cale seiimotectonic paltern of the two zones is different, ev; fioush there are sirnilarities in some of th€ details
The ieykjanes Peninsula is an area of high seismicitv and tecent volc4nism that fo.ms a transition between the Reykjanes Ridge lo the west, and the western volcanic zone and the South Iceland seismic zone to the east (Fig. 3) . The Mid-Allanlic plate boundary a5 defin€d by the seisrnicity enlers Iceland near the tip of Reykjanes and lhen runs along the peninsula in an easledy dir€ction. Detailed studies by Klein and othe6 (1973, 1977) show that the sekmic zone is less than 2 km wide in mosl places (Fig. 5) . The earthquakes are mostly at a depth oi I 5 kn and ar€ not localed on a single fault. The seismiciry seems !o be caused by deforination of the brittle crusl above a deeper seared, ar€ismic deformation zone. Small scale slruclures can be resolved in the seismicily wilhin the zone. Several seismic lineations or [aul15 can be identified, striking obliquely or even transversely 10
Focalmechanisms have been determined for a large nunber ol small earthquakes, using data from dense, local neiworks, and lbr lwo eanhquakes larger $an mb 5 using r€leseismic data. The minimum compressiv€ stress is consistently oriented in a horizonld, NW direction. The maximum compressive slress rolares belween the vedcal direction, causing normal faulting on NE-striking faults, and the horizontal NE direction, causing stdke-slip faulting on N or Estriking faults. Thusthe slress regime is cMracte zed by the Nwlrending minimum stress. The other principal stresses are probably neariy equal and may change direclions according to local, or time dependent, conditions. Dykes open up against the minimum stress and strike NE, as shown by rhe eruptive fissures observed on the surface.
The mode of strain releas€ changes systematically along lhe peninsula. Near the tip of Reykjanes, earthquakes occur in swarmsilhat is, in sequences where nosingleevent is much larger than the olhers. NormaL faulting is the mosi common fauhing mechan|!m. loward lhe ea"r earrhquake\ lend lo occur more in mainshock-aftershock sequences and strike-slip faulting becomes more prominenl. The plate boundary in the easlern parr of the peninsula has nol been mapped in detaii because of the low activity th€re in r€c€nt years.
The South Iceland Seismic Zone bridges the gap b€tween the two branches of the volcanic rift zones in Soulh lceland. Few instrumentally determined epicenters are available, but the epicenlers of historical events determined tom lhe deslruclion a.eas (Fig. 4) define a narrow, E-W trending zone. In spite of ihis E-W orientation there is no indication on the surface o[ a major E-W fauh in this area. However, many of the earthquakes have be€n a$ocialed with surface faulting; but the faults or fault systems have a N-S orientation (Einarsson and Eiriksson, 1982) . The earthquakes appear to be cause.d by dgh!- (1977) . Hoiizonlalald ve icd eroi oimosl hypocenles is less than 0.5 km, velocity nodelused in fte locdions is shown at fte ight. The pdilion of the crN s.ction with iesPecr 10 fie epicential rcne is shown in the inser' laleral strike-slip on northerly striking faulrs, ananged side by side zone is migrating sideways in response to the southward propagawilhin the E-W zone. This is supported by the N-S elongate tion ofthe eastern rill zone deslruction are3s (Einarsson and orhers. 198 | )-The reason for this
The smin in the South Ic€land S€ismic Zone is rele{sed in unusual conf8uralion is poorty understood, but a rentative inte. s€quences oflarge earthquakes with e recurrence lime ot50-120 Dretalion (Einanson and Eiriksson, 1982) is that rhe transfom yean. The sequeoce often stafts with a magnilude 7 Thshockin Seknicit) along the eastem margin t07 the easlem part ofthe zone followed by slighlly smaller shocks in The Tjornes FnctureZoneaho hasa complicated slructure, bul in a differenr way.It is a broad zone oflaulting and seismicity that connects the southern end of the submarine Kolbeinsey Ridge ro lhe \olcanrc nfr /one 'n Noflh lceland. The seismicily i' too diffuse to be associaled wilh a single fault or a simple plate boundary. Instead, the transform motion appears to be taken up by a series ofparaLlel Nw-striking fauhs or seismic zones (Einarsson, I 976; Einarsson and Bjrirnsson, 1979) . Two such zones have been identified;the Grims€y zone marking thenorthem boundary of rhe 'Il6rnes Fracture Zon€ off shore and $e Hisavik zone, which can be traced on land from the rift zone th.ough the lown of H savik, and then offshore as a bathymelric fealure (Saemundsson, 1974 ) and a strong gravity anomaly (Pelmason, 1974) . A lhird zone has been tenlatively identified near the southern bounda.y of tle Tjdrnes F. Z. Three fault plane solutions confirm transform faulting.
Eanhquakes in the volcanic zones are generally smaller than inthe ftactu.e zones. Voicanic eruplions are usually accompanjed by earthquakes, bul belwee, eruptions mosl parts of the volcanic /one\ are \ei'mrc"lly qurer. A fes area" ol persi.ten( rei'mic acrivity are found, lhe mosl prominent ones in Cenlral Iceland and near the subglacial volsano Katla in South Iceland (Fis. 3).
The seismic area in Central lceland, near the center of 0re lcelmd hol spot, is largely covered by the ice cap Vatnajdkull so ils tectonic structure is poorly known. Recent studies ol ERTS inages oilhis area (Thorarinsson and othen, 1973) seem 10 indicate that lhe structure is dominated by a group ofcentral volcanoes,and it is tempting to relate the earthquakes to volcanic processes. An unusual sequence of eanhquakes occurred in this area du ng the period 1974 ro 1980. Seven earthquakes of mb 5 and ld-ger orcuned rn rhi' period. bJl event" o[ lhdt \ire sere unknown there before. Fault plane solutions of four of these events (Fig.3) all show thar the sequ€nce is associated with revene laulling in the caldera region oithe subglacial Brrdarbunga volcano. It is difficult to see how lhis lype of faulling could be related to plat€ movements. B lde failu.e of the crusr above a deflating magma chamber, howeve., could produce reverse faulling earthquakes, and this is considered to be the most likely explanation fbr the B6rdarbunga events.
The subglacial Katla volcano is locared near the soulhern end of the easlern volcanic zone, south of its junction with the South Iceland Seismic Zone. The struclure of this part of the zone rs characterized by several central volcanoes; rifting structurer are less significant. Historic eruptions ofKarla have been preceded by felt earthquakes and, becauie oi the potential danger of future eruptions, the seismicity at Katla is monitored by a relaiively dense seismograph network. The epicenters located so far delineare lwo active areas 15 km apart. One poorly constrain€d fault plane solution indicates stfike-slip wilh a significant component ol revelse faulting. As in the case oi Bdrdarbunga, a deflating magma chamber may oller an explanation for this type oi faulting. The seismic aclivity in the Mirdalsjdkull area shows a pronounced annual cycle. The probability of an earthquake occurring wiihin a given time interval is several times hrgher in the second half of lhe year than in lhe firsl hall This annual cycle was first noted by Tryggvason (1973) for the years 1952 1958 and has been confirm€d by lalef data.
The Heimaey eruption in 1973 was preceded by an int€n-sive swarm of smalL eanhquakes that started 30 hours before the eruption. Earthquakes aho accompanied the eruption, but seismicity declined as lava prodLrction diminished. No shock reached local magnitude 4. The ea(hquakes during the erupnon originaled at the deplh of 15 25 km and occupied a sph€rical volume cenrered under Heimaey. It seems likely that the erupted magma was eitber sbred or formed wilhin this volume.
The depth of the Heinaey earlhquakes is much larger than observed ehewhere in lceland.ln this area the upperboundary of the anomalous mantle underlying lceland is at a depth of | 2 I 5 km. Earthquakes at the depth of 15-25 km may be taken to imply briltle failure in lhe lcelandic, anomalous mande where creep or ductile behaviour is normally assumed. In this volcanic region it is possible, however, that high stfain rates associated with magmatic processes may cause britde failure in material thal would be ductile at low€r strain rates.
A major rifting episode has been in progress sinct 1975 in the volcanic rifl zone in northeastern Iceland. The aclivily has been coniined totb€ Krafla centBl volcano and ils associaled fissure swarm (Bjdrnsson and others, 1977, 1979) and provides a demonstration ofaprocess thal seems to play an important role in Icelandic tectonics. The activily is characterized by repeated cycles ofrelaiively slow inflation and rapid deflation ofthe volcano. Magma apparently accunulates at a constant rat€ under th€ vol€ano during the inflation periods and during the d€flation even$ rhe magma escapes from the reservoir area-Each cycl€ ofactivity is accompanied by a cbaracleristic pattern of seismic activity as described by Brandsd6ttir and Einarsson (1979) and Einarsson and Brandsd6ttn (1980) . Continuous voLcanic trenor star'ls in the caldera region at about lhe same time as the deflalion. Small ea(hquakes also occur in th€ caldera, but the epicenlral area is soon extended along the Krafla fissure swarm to the norlh or to the souah, as shown by the exlmple in Figure 6 , the rilting event of July 1978. The r3le of propagation of the seismic aciivily is highesl during the firs! few hours, typically 0.5 inlsec., but the spe€d decreases as the deflation rate decreases and the epicentral zon€ is extended. The earthquake activily culminal€s after the maximum in tremor and deflation rate is reached. The largest earlhquakes are localed within a weLl deiined, but each lime different, section of the fissure swarm. Local magnitude only rarely exceeds 4.5. The depth oihypocent€rs is in the range 0 9 km. Extensive fault movements, both normal faulting and fissur ing, occur in the area of maximum earthquake activity. The p'oprgaling sei\mic acli!ily iugge.ls (hal lhe magm, ercaping from the Krafla reservon is injected lalerally into the fissure swarrn 10 form a dyke. The dykes may be as long as 40 60 km.
The first and rhe most violenr deflation event started on Dec. Figure 3 belong to this swarm. Tle largesr €anhquakes were confined to lwo separate areas. One area was within the €aldera where earthquakes were apparenrly associated with faulting abole the deflating magma reservoir. Deprh of most hypocentels was 0 4 km. The larg€st earthquakes reached magnilude 5. The other epicentral sfea was near the juncrion between th€ Krafla fissure swarm and ihe Grimsey seismic lineament. Th€ large$ eanhquake was of mb 6 and the focal m€chanisin shows rightlderal stdke-slip along the crimsey zone. Thh eanhquake sequen€e demonstrates well the relationship between rifting along the diverging plate boundary and lransforn faulting in the fracture zone. The pres€nt Kralla events are assumed to be the r€sult oI interacdon b€tween magma pressure under the Kra{la volcano and rifting of the plate boundary. The rifting is trigg€fed by increasing magma pressure in the reservoir when a fluid-filied extensional crack propagales horizonrally along the Krafla fault swarm. The driving force of this process is the tectonic stress at the plate boundary, but the mode ofstrain release h modified by the pr€sence of fluid. Prior to July 1980 the d€flarion events were associated with mostly riiting and sLrbsurface transpo( of magma. Eruptions to the surface w€re only minor. But charact€r of the deflation €vents changed in July 1980.In most events since then a large propoF tion ot the mobiliz€d magma has reached the surface and rifting has played a secondary role.
Earthquakes are rare oubide of the volcanic zones and the translbrm zones in southern ard no(hern lceland. However, intraplat€ earthquakes are known in the Iceland region, for example, near the insular shelf margin east of lc€land and in Borgartdrdur in western Iceland where a significanr earrhquake sequ€nc€ was recorded in 1974. This sequence was srudied with ponable instrumenls, giving d€tailed locadons and fault plane solutions (Einanson and others, 1977) . Tte depth of hypoc€nrers was 0 8 km and the area was shown to be undergoing horizontal
THE PLATE BOUNDARY IN THE ARCTIC
Norlh oflceland the plate boundsry follows the Kolbeinsey Ridge lo the Jan Mayen Fraclure Zone. This parr of the plate boundary is anomalous in several ways, because ofits relatively high el€vation, low seismicity, and its asymmetric position with rcspect to the adjacent contin€nts. All these featur€s may be related in some way to the existence ofrhe lc€land hot spot to the south. The topographic anomaly is pa( of a much larger regional bulge centered on lceland. The low seismicily is comparable to lhatofthe norlhern part ofthe Reykjanes Ridge and thusdisplays a ce ain symmetry with respecl to lceland. The off-cenler position of the Kolbeinsey Ridge is the resull of one or more ridge jumps to the west lhat may be related !o drifiing of the plale boundary off$e Iceland mantle plume. The axis of lhe Kolbeinsey Ridge is oflset by two minor transform faults, th€ Spar Fracture Zone near 69'N and another snall fracture zone, pfobably lomt€d near 7loN, immediately south of the Eggvin Bank. Neither zone is clearly expressed on the seisnicity map. The plat€ boDndary in the Eggvin Bank region is poorly defined and may be complicaaed by the topographic high suggested by Saemundsson (thh volume) 10 be lhe lrace of a hot spot in this area.
The Jan Mayen Fracture Zone ;s the mosl significan! fiacture zone in lhe Arctic region, displacing the ridge axis 2 I 0 krn to lhe righl. The transform .ection o[ the tracture Tone i\ a pronounced bul bighly asymmetric trough, because ofthe high topography mnnected with rhe Eggvin Bank and the Jan Mayen conlinenlalsliver to the south. The volcanic island ofJan Mayen prolrudes into the fracture zone about 55 km west of the eastern ridge intersection. The overall lrend of the transform seclion is 110", and all fauh plane solulions are consistent with lefllateral st ke'slip along a plane wilh strik€ varying beiween l20o in the east to 1020 in the wesl.
Durin8 the last two decades there has been a marked difference in the srain release palern belween the wesiern and the eastern parls of the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone. Few, bul large eadhquaker have occurred in tle western part. In the easaem part, on the other hand, the seismicity is characterized by relatively ftequent, bul snaller, earihquakes. Much of this activity is concentaled where Jan Mayen protrudes into the fracture zoneSoernes and Fjeldskaar (1980) concluded lhat fie activity had increased in lhis aiea, notably afle.lhe eruption ofBeerenberg on Jan Mayen in 1970. Earlhqueke swarms are found to be associaled with Beerenberg, but most oithe larger eanhquakes se€m 10 be relaled to slip along rhe transform fault.
In most respects tbe Mohns Ridge is a lypical mid-oceanic ridge, centrally located in the creenland'Norwegian basin and uninterrupted by fracture zones. The spreading is slightly oblique, especi&lly at its western end, where itjoins with lhe Jan Mayen Fraciufe Zone at an angle of l20o-The seismic zone is well defined, narrow and continuous along the rifted crest. The seisnicity is_highef than that oftbe Kolbeinsey Ridge and the northem Reykjanes Ridge, but comparable to other parrs oi the l'4id-Adantic Ridge. Fault planesolutions by Conanl (1972) and Savostin and Karasik (1981) show normal faulting at the ridge axis.
seismicity pattern coincides with a change in the ridge c.est topography. The rift vaLleywidens where the seismicity drops ofi The scattered epicenten imply lhat deformation takes place within a wide zone, a feature possibly inherited from the tine when this part of the plate boundary charged from being primarily of strike-slip characler to being a divergenl boundary. Subsequent jumping of the rift axis may also contribute 10 the complexity-
The intraplale sekmicity is considerably high€r east than west of ahe Knipovich Ridge. Tbis asymmetry was not€d by Vogt and others(1982) in conne.tion with asymmetry ofother features of the Arctic ridge system such as topography, gravity, and spreading rate. A good pa( oi lhe inlraplate events east of the plate boundary appears to be related to a seisnicity anomaly in Svalbard.
The axis ofthe Knipovich Ridge approaches the continental margin west of Svalbard and is there displaced 10 the left by two 100 km long transform faults connected by a short.idge axis. The southern fracturc zone has be€n relativ€ly quiet in the last two decades, whereas several earthquakes larg€r than rnb = 5 have occurred in the northern one. Fault plane solutions o[ five events show transform faulting (Horsfield and Maton, 1970; Conani, 1972r Savostin and Karasik. l98lJ .
The Sralbard Archrprlago 'tands oul on mosr rersmicrty mapsasan area ofhigh seismicity. Mitchelland olhels (1979) and Bungunand othen (1982) operated tenporary local netwo.ks in 1976, 1977, ^id 1979 , and found that most of the activily was concentrated in two zones, although scattered activity was also recorded in other parts of lhe archipelago. Teleseisnic naps show activity on the continentai shelf west of Svalbard, poss;bly conneciing it to the Knipovich plal€ boundary. The conc€ntrated earthquake zones are elongate in a WNW-ESE direction and l)ult plan€ solutions show left-lateral strike-slip. This seisnicity wasattributed by Bungum and others(1982) to an inleracrion between the presenl lectonic stress field and older zones of weakness. Savostin and Karasik ( 1 981 ), on the other hand, felt lhat this seismicity impli€d the existence of a separate plate, the Spitsbergen rnicroplale, even though its eastern boundary could not be clearly delineared.
Norlhwest of Svalbard, near 83'N, ihe plate boundary lurns toa NE trend and tollows the Nansen (Gakkel) Ridge across the Arclic Basin. The Nansen Ridge is uninterrupled by large ofset lransform faults over a distance ofmore than 2000 km. Theseismicity is moderately high and aU available fault plane solutions show normal faulting at the ridge crest (Savostin and Kafasik, 1981; Conart, 1972; Sykes, 1967) . Tbe seismicity of this part of lhe plale boundary is elaborated on furtber by Fujita (1985) . The pallern ofseismicitv changes abruptlv fro'n rhe Mlfnt rlnrnouaru sEouENcES rN TIME AND spAcE ro lhe Rnrpovich Rrdge rVogr. lhF volume. Ch. l2r. Spre3drng along the Knipovich Ridge is highly oblique andthe seismicity is Earthquake sequ€rces are often classified inlo $ree princidifiu-se. This dilTuse distributior of epicenlers is not an artifact of pal types (Mogi, I 963): mainshock-aft€rshock sequencer, forcthe localion accuracy as on€ can see by comparison with the shock-mainshock-aftershock sequ€nces, and earthquake swarms, tightly concentrated seismicity ofthe Mohns Ridge immediately that is, sequences without one event tha! is distinctiy larger than to the south. Vogt and others (1982) nole that th€ change in the the olhers. Examples ofdilferent types ofsequences are shown in ll0 Figure 7 . The sequence of September 1969 in the I 5'20' Fracture Zone h a typical mainshock-aftershock sequenc€, with four recorded aftershocks following a slrike-slip earthquake (mb = 5.7) within a few hours. The sequence ofoctob€r 1974 in the CharlieGibbs Fracture Zone is similar excepl that a foreshock prec€d€d the mainshock by nine minutes. The Reykjanes Ridg€ sequence of March 1967 is a typical swarm that terminated a very acaive p€riod in this part of the plale boundary. Furthermore, sequences sre found that are dilficult 10 classify according to this scheme, for example, the compl€x sequence of December 1975 to February 1976 in noftl€rn Iceland, invoiving deflation of the Krafla volcano, rifting and intrusion in the rifr zone, and lransform faulting. It may be described as two earthquak€ swarms and a mainshockatlershock sequence superimpos€d on one another. Sequenc€s that are best desc.ibed as a series of mainshocks also exist, for example, in the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone in July 1965 (Sykes, 1970) and in the South Iceland Seismic Zone in 1896 (Einarsson and others, l98l) . In these sequences each mainshock is outside the sourc€ area of lbe pr€viotts one, Soon afl€r the inslallation of networks of long p€riod seismographs it becam€ apparent thal earthquake swarms w€re conmon along the world rift system. Sykes (1970) studied the spaiial distribution of swarms and found that rnost of thern originated in the oestal area of the ridges. Fracture zone seismicity, on the other hand, is characlerized by mainshock-aflershock sequences, allhough swarms oc€asiomlly occur there. Clustering of events. bolhin time and sDace. is thus found to be more comnon along the rifl zones than along fracture zones (Francis and Porter, t97t) .
In addition to clustering of epicenters within distances of ten kilon€ten, s€veral examples can be found of apparent temporal correlation of seismiciiy over distarc€s of hundreds of kilometen along the plste boundary. These include active periods in the vicinity of the Vema Fracture Zon€ ir 1979, the Charlie-Gibbs Fraclure Zone in 1967 (Einarsson, 1979 , and the South Iceland Seismic Zone (Einrrsson and oth€n, 1981 ). Thes€ examples demonstrate temporal correlation of activity over large areas, and yet the source volume of each eanhquake is much too small lor one event to dircctly influence the occurrence of the others. It seems likely that the evenb sre triggered by a regional strain pulse that affects a large part of the plate boundary, possi bly related to large scale plate motions.
Several cises of migration of seismicity along the plate boundary have been documented, ranging over dislances of kilometers to thousands of kilometers. and at rates from I to 100 km per day.
Limond and Recq (1981) observed an apparent migation of seismic events along the western boundary of the Euraiian Plate, from Jan Mayen southward to the Azores and then €ast toward Gibrallar. By correlating the seismicity of diflerent subse.' tions of this plate boundary, a migrrtion v€locity of 3 to l0 krn per day was found. The sigDificanca of the correlation is critically dependent on the occurrenc€ of three earthquake sequences; a Iarge swarn in March 1967 Maenitude as r function oflime for fou eqnhquake sequencs, a swam on the Reykjanes RidSe n*r 56'N, a foreshock-maimhock-afteshock Rquence in the Charli€-cibbs Flacrure Zone, a mainshock-afteshock sequence in the I 5020' Fractur€ Zone, and a mixed sequence in no h€m lceland associated with deflation of the K6fla Volcano (squares), and rifiing and rradfom faulting near the junclion of the K rafla fissure swam ad rbe Grims€y s€ismic zone (circlet. Data fiom the PDE listings of the U.S. Geological Survey. Nole the differenr lime scales.
Dec.1975
Seunidtf along e easem naryin swaftn nonh of the Azores near 4l'N in January 1968, and a large earthquake on February 28, 1969 in lhe coringe Bank area. Removing lhese three peaks from the time series destroys the Migralion of epicenters was already mentioned in mnjunc tion wilh laleral injection ofmagma from lhe Krafla Volcano in northern lc€land (see Fig. 6 ), but a direcr conneclion belween ifting ofa divergent plate boundary and strike-slip rnotion along an adjacent kansform iault was also found during the Kr3fla nfting episode. The first magmatic event ol the Krafla Volcano that occurred between December 19?5 and February 1976, began with an eruption and deflalion of the caldera region, followed by migration of epicenters along the rifl zone towards |he transtom fault where strike-slip faulting subs€quenrly olrurred (Bjdrnsson and othe.s, 1977) . An 80 krn long secrion of the plare boundary was involved during this two month evenr.ln a typical Krafla rifting evenl tbe hypocenters probably mark the tip of a propagaling, fluid-filled crack-The rate of propagalion is governed by the rate at which magma can be fed 10 the crack tip, which again h a funclion of the magma viscosity, dike widlh, dike length, and the pressure g.adient (Einarsson and Brandsd6trir, 1980) . Migration sp€eds in the.ange of0.5 4kmp€rhourhav€
Migration of hypocenters is well documenled for the Reykjanes Peninsula earfiquake swarrn ofSeptember 1972 in Iceland (Klein and otbers, 1977) . The activiry starred witb small earthquakes the central pan of the epicentral zone, and then spread latefally away from fiis nuclealion point at a ral€ of I 2 kln per day. Individual subswarms also showed si'nila. behaviour, usu, ally spreading bilaterally from th€ center of each subswarm -Klein andothe6 (1977) suggested tha! the migration wasgoverned by a prcpagating dislocation in a viscoelastic fault zone or by a fluid dillusion process.
Major earthquake sequences in the South Iceland Seisnic 100 Zone follow a paltern of migration, beginning with a large (Ms abour T) event in lhe eastern part ofthe zone iollowed by smaller shocks fafther west (Einarsson and others, 198 1) . Even rhough rhe fiNt event is rhe la.gest one ofrhe sequence, lhe lare. events are not afteAhocks. They occur outside the source area oi the fi.st event but are probably triggered by tbe change in tbe regional strain field assodaled with it. The limedelay between evenrs may 1n be due to viscoelas(ic response oflhe crust or coupling belween the elastic lithosphere and the viscous asthenospb€re.
FREQUENCY"MAGNITUDE DISTRIBUTION B-VALUE
Earlhquakes in general are lound to follow a relalion ofthe iom: log N = A bM where N is rhe number ol events of magnitude larger or equal to M. A and b are consLanls, describing the overall level ofseismicily and the relative imporLance ol large ve us small eartlquakes. Thus a low b-value means thal large €arthquak€s are reladvely frequent, whereas higb b-valu€s are found where the seismicity is characterized by small events. The value of b depends on the type oimagnitude scale used, but has been fbund to be remarkably sinilar belween different seismic areas. A significant differenc€ was, however, demonstrated b€-tween the b-value of eanhquakes along the fracture zones and fie axial areas ofthe Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Francis, 1968 a, b) . These two populalions of events had b-values of 0.99 and 1.72 respectively, if the mb-scale was used, snd 0.65 and 1.33 if surface wave magnitudes (Ms) were used. Francis used earthquakes of the period 1963 10 1967 in his study. A larger data set, for the period 1963-1981, reveals an even greater difference between ridge and fracture zone earthquakes. Magnitude distribution plols are shown in Figure 8 for evenb along the ridge axis 40-51.90N and 53.1 60'N (dots), and for fou| major fracture zones, lhe Charlie-Gibbs, Kane, 15'20', and Vema zones (crosses). The magnitude detection limit is around mb = 4.5 and is not significantly variable between areas. The plols are reasonably linear and lhe difference in the slopes is evident. Maximum likelihood estimates oilhe respecdve b-values give 2.3 a 0.3 and 1.2 + 0.3 (95% confidenc€ lirnits).
The b-values of ridge axes and fracture zone earthquakes in sorne way reflecl the diflerence between ihese rwo tectonic .egimes, although the exact physical mechanism rcsponsible for the dillbrent b-valuesis unclear. Theb-value in fracture zones is close to that of most other seismic zones, so it seems to be the hig) b-value at ridge crestq ihat needs explaining. In laboratory tes6 on microcracking, high b-values have been found 10 be associated wilh heterogeneous material and concent.aled sources of stress (Mogi, 1963) or lracluring ar low stress (Scholz, 1968) . Cataclasiic delormation has also been found lo be accompanied by microcracking wilh higi b,valu€s (Scholz, 1968) . Atlhough a direcr coffespondencebelween microfractuing in laboratory specimens and large scale fracturing of the c.usr during earlhquakes has not be€n expedmentally verified, it seems plausible that sone of rhese physical faclors may conlribure to the high b-valu€s observed at lhe cfest of the Mid,Adantic Ridge. The crust in the axiatzone is known to be extensively fractured by normal faulting and fissuF ing. Intrusions further add to lhe hererogeneiry ofrhe crusr. Uniform ioading ofthis heterogeneous zone by the r€laaive motion of ihe adjacent plates leads ro a hererogeneous stress field, which is furlher complicated by the local stress field arourd new magmatic intrusions, both of mechanical and therrnat origin. Hydrolhermal circulalion has an eifect by lowering rhe shear slrength of the rock and by changing the thermal conditions. When (his zone is loaded lowards failure, the areas othigh skess and/or low strength will fail first, even at relalivety low average strcss. Condilions ior a large earthquake, high, uniform stress over a wjde area, are nol likely to dev€lop. Thus rhe scale ot th€ inhomogeneiries h direclly related to the source dimensions ofthe earlhquakes. lnhomogen€ities with linear dimensions of I to t0 km may be expected |o significantly affecl the observed b-value ofea(hquakes in the magnirude range 4 to 6, ifone assumes thal the relationships belween magnitude, sehmic moment, and source dmensions given by Kanamod (1977) appty for ridge
For furtber discussion of high b-latues a! tle axjs of midoc€anic ridge the reader is referred to Francis (1968) , Sykes (1970) and Francis and Porer (1971) .
Df,PTH OF HYPOCENTERS AND THE QUESTION OF MAGMA CHAMBERS
The source depth of earrhquakes gives imporrant intormation on the physical stare o[the crust and constraints for models of crustal growth. Thus the deepest hypocenters in an area mark lhe lransition from brittle to lolally ductile behavior of crustal matefial. The depth of this rransition depends on temperalure, creep rale, and water content (Meissner and Strehlau, 1982) .
Briide failure does not take place wirhin magma bodies, but eathquakes may occur in regions surrounding and even benearh magma pockets and intrusions in response to pr€ssurechanges in the magma. The deplh dist.ibution ofbypoceniers thereiore constrarns the possible locations of magma chambers.
Routine relesersmic locations of Mid-Atlantic Ridge earthquakes give little information about their source deplh. except thar they allfail into the caregory ofslallow evenb, thar is, depth less than 70 km. Rcliable determination otsourcedepth along the oceanic part of the ridge system is lherelore restricted to a few telesehrnic studies oiindividual earthquakes and to ocean Dorrcm surveys where three or more instruments hale been deployed temporarily. In lceland, on the olher hand, dense lemporary networks have been operated in several areas, and in some parts of the active zones the permanent seismograph network gives reliable depth det€rminations on a routine basis.
Teleseismic studies of eanhquake sources have be€n made for several Mid-Atlantic events, yielding focal depth as a resulting pararneter (Weidner and Aki, 1973; Duschenes and Solomon. 1977; Har(, 1978; Tr6hu and others, 1981) . Ridg€ cresr earthquakes are generally found to be shallower than 5 km, and fraciure zone evenls possibiy slightly deeper. Alihough the f€w events studi€d by teleseismic data represent only a sinall fraction of the total number of ev€nts recorded from the Mid-Atlanlic Ridge system, ihe results deserve serious attention, These events are among the largest and mosl significant earthquakes in rhis area during fte p€riod of insfumenral observation.
Results of studies where local seismograph arrays have been used to determine focal deptbs are compared in Figure 9 . Most of the resulls are from lceland, where 5 23 shtions have been used_ Only rwo oce3n bottom investigations are included, from lhe ridge crest near 45'N where three instruments were used. and near the eastern end of rhe Sr Pault rransform fault where fouf instruments were deployed.
Three of the exampl€s in Figure 9 are from the Kralla area in the axial rifl zone in norlhern lceland. These are only represenlative samples of seismicity during the magmatic and t€ctonic activity lhat began in this region in 1975. The fint exampleshows the depth distribution of hypocenters within the caldera of the Kra{la Volcano during one inflalion period of the volcano belween the deflation and rifting events of January 20 and April27, 1977. E{nhquakes in the caldera region are correlated with rh€ level of inflation, and rnay be regarded as the response of the magma chanber roof to the incr€aring magma pressure_ Seismicity is highest between the depth of I and 4 km, above and surrounding the top ofthe magma chamber or chambers, as deteF min€d from surface deformation (Bjdrnsson and orhers, 1979) and auenuation ot S-wav€s (Einarsson, 1978) . Below is an earthquale-free zone ar 5 6km deprh. bur e? rLhq uakes again occur al about 7 km depih. S-waves also propagare without abnormal atlenuation at 7 km deplh under the voicano, presumably marking the bottom of the magma chamber.
In conlrast 10 the inflalion periods, characlerized by relatively continuous seismicity €xtending over w€eks or nonths, rhe dfting events are accompanied by intense earthquake swarms lasting houn or days. Epicerten migrate along th€ rifl zone, out of lhe caldera and away from the magma chamber, either to the north or to the south (Brandsd6ttir and Ejnarsson. 1979: Einarsson and Brandsd6ttir, 1980) . Depth disrribution of two such swarms is shown in Figure 9 . It is remarkable that the deprh distribu.ion is significanily different during these two intrusion eventi, and yet the epicentral zones are nearly identical_ The evenl of September 1977 was associated with extensive faultins and nfring ar lhe.urface wirnin a l6 km longsegrnenr ofrhe ritr-zone, exlending from the nonhem caldefa rim southward across the caldera and along the southern rift zone. A small lava eruption Seisnicitt along the eastem maryin 1 7000 recorded events (M <4-4) that occurred du ng a six week recording period in 19?2. Earthquakes occur at I 7 km d€plh, but the distfibution is sharply peaked at 2 3 km deplh. The peak is not as sharp iflhe distribution o[energy release is consideredThe energy dislribution is essenlially flal botween 2 and 5 km depth (Klein and oth€rs, 19?7) .
Tle aciivity recorded by Lilwall and others (1977, 1978) at the ridge crest near 45oN is local€d between 2 snd l1 km depfi, wilh a peak near 8 kn. The da|a of Franci and others (1978) from the easternjunclion ofthe St. Pault Ffaclure Zone with the ridge axis show a similar peak at 6 8 km depth, bul in addition there is a peak a10 I krn depth. Duschenes and others (1983) suggest tbat the shallow peak may be artifacts of the location rechnique used. The e\pcrience irom Iceland warns agdrn\r asigning too much significance to the peaks in the distribution, especially since both data sets wereobtained during shoft recording periods. It is of considerable inlerest to nole tha! earthquakes oc, cur down to 1l 12 km depth under the rift valley of the MidAdantic Ridge. The resulb of Toomey and others (1985) show briitle behavior down lo at least 7 8 km depth beneath rhe cenlral lalley at 23oN.
Several models of crustal generation by sea-noor spreading assume a magma chamber at small but usually unspecified deptb beneath and extending along the spreading cenler (e.9. Cann, 1974; S1€ep, 1975 Rosendahl, 1976; Hall and Robinson, 1979) . Evidence for and againsl the existence of such a magma chamber was rec€nily reviewed by Sanford and Einanson (1982) and Lewis (1983) , who concluded that in the case of the MidArldnric Ridge no evrden(e coJld be iornd tor an exLen.i!e magma chamber a! crustal levels Gee also Macdonald, thh volume). Moreover, d€plh of hypocenters and the efficienl propagation of crustal S-waves across the crestal zone of the ridge secm to preclude anything but small. isolated pockels ofmagma in the crust. Evidence for such small magma chambers is found under rhe Krafla Volcano (Eimrsson, 1978) and possibly on the Reykjanes Peninsula in Iceland (Klein and othe6. 1977) . Evi, dence is also found fo. a zone ofmelting in the manlle under the Mid-Atlanlic Ridge. Molnar and Oliv€r (t969), for example, found a narrow zone of inefficient propagation of the Sn phase cenlefed on the ridge crest. Sn is a she3r wave that nornally propagates over long dhtances in the lithosphere at subcrustal levels. This zone of parlial melting appears to be particularly well developed in the mantle undcr Iceland, where it is characierised by low density, low P-velocity, high P-to S,velocity ratio, high S-wave atlenuation and a iayer of iow elect cal resislivity near the crust-manlle boundary (Sanford and Einanson, 1982) . CONCLUSIONS l. The easlern boundary of the Nonh American Plate, which lbllows thc Mid,Atlanlic Ridg€ system and ils conlinua, tion inlo the Arctic, is marked by a conrinuous bell olseismicity, thal is less tban 30 kn wide in most places.
2. Earlhquakes in fracture zones occur almost exclusively | 13 occurred near the northern caldera rim and a small amounl oi baialtic pumice was erupted through a drill hole in the soulhern ft. The hypocentnl dislribulion suggests adike intrusion mainly al tbe depth of3 4 km (Brandsd6ltir and Einarsson, 1979) in the southern rift. The February 1980 event was in many respects differenl. Only minof .ifling and faulring was obserued at the surfhce, no eruption occurred, and the maximum in thedepth distibulion was at 5 7 km. This suggesrs that the dike of February 1980 was injec@d below the September 1977 dike. The lesson !o be leamed here is that the frequency ofartbquakes ve6us deplh during a sho( recording pe od is not only dependent on material properties and physical state of $e crusl, it aho depends on the previous cource of evenls in the a.ea. It is significant, however, thal eanhquakes occur down to the depth of 9 km. even under the most active pan offte rift zone.
The deplh distribulion of the intraplate earthquakes in Boc ga{drdur in 1974 (Einarsson and othe.s, 1977) is shown in Figule 9 for comparison. These earlhquakes were associated with nonnal fauhing oia 3 7 m.y. old crusl within the Norlh American Plaie. The hypocenten reach a depth of 9 I 0 km, not significanlly deeper than the rilt zone e3rthquakes.
The rcsults of two studies on lhe Reykjanes Peninsula are shown in Figure 9 , one in KrGuvik area in the cenrral parl of lhe peninsula (Klein and others, 1973) , and the olhe. nea. the rip of Reykjanes (Klein and others, 1977) . Dense, mulli-elernent a.rays were used in bolh sludies and most of the hypocenaers have ve cal enors considerably less than I km. In Krisuvik most hypocenle6 are betwee.2 and 5 km deplh, bulearthquakes also occur close 10 the sudrce and as deep as I km. Most of the Reykjan€s earthquakes bclong to a large swarm of more lhan within its transform seclior, connecting the ridge crests on erthcr side.
3. A distincl difference in seismicity pattern is found belween the ridgc crests and iracture zones. Mainshock-aftcrshock sequences and normal b-values are found along the fraclure zooes, whereas the seismicity along ridge clests is charact€rized by earthquake swarms and high b-vaLues. The differenceis probably related to structural heterogeneity rn lhe zone of volcanism xnd crustal accretion along the ridge crest. ,1. Almost all available fault plane solutions in flacture /one' 'how .rrikerlp iaulting in lhe uansform .cn'e. .omelimes with a small component ol reverse faulting.
5. A large majorily of fault plane solutions along ridge crests indicares normal laulting with tension axes pelpendicularto lh€ lrend of the ridge.
6. Hypocenters reach depths of 8 km under at leas1 some parts oi the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and seem to lule out the exisF ence of a large, conlinuous magma chamber at crustal levek. lf shallow magma chambers play an imporrant role io the process ol cruslal genesis at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, they musl be intermittent fealures and oflimited extenl, possibly similar to the magma chamber at 3-7 km depth under lhe Krafla Volcano in the axial rift zone in northeastern lceland.
7. Focal mechanism solutions with large components of reverse faulting have been found al ihe ridge axas in two areas, ne3r 50'N and in the Bardarbunga central volcano n€ar the center ofrhe Iceland holspot. Several mechanisms may be iound to explain reverse faulling a! a divergenl plale boundary, but the one favoured here is britde failure above a deflating, localized 8. Several cases oieanhquake migration oI correlaiion over considerable distanc€s are found. In the case of the Krafla Vol cano epicentrrl migration along the rifi occurs during deflation of the caldera region, indicating laleral injeclion ofnagma.ln other cases the corr€lation of seismic activily occurs over too great distances lor each earthquaketo directly influence the occurrence of the olher. In these inslances regional strain puls€s associated with the large scale plalemolions must be invoked toexplaio the
